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Abstract

Metastasis is responsible for >90% of cancer-related deaths. Complex signaling in cancer cells orchestrates the progression from a primary to a metastatic cancer. However, the mechanisms of these cellular changes remain elusive. We previously demonstrated that p90 ribosomal S6 kinase 2 (RSK2) promotes tumor metastasis. Here we investigated the role of RSK2 in the regulation of microtubule dynamics and its potential implication in cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis. Stable knockdown of RSK2 disrupted microtubule stability and decreased phosphorylation of stathmin, a microtubule-destabilizing protein, at serine 16 in metastatic human cancer cells. We found that RSK2 directly binds and phosphorylates stathmin at the leading edge of cancer cells. Phosphorylation of stathmin by RSK2 reduced stathmin-mediated microtubule depolymerization. Moreover, overexpression of phospho-mimetic mutant stathmin S16D significantly rescued the decreased invasive and metastatic potential mediated by RSK2 knockdown in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, stathmin phosphorylation positively correlated with RSK2 expression and metastatic cancer progression in primary patient tumor samples. Our finding demonstrates that RSK2 directly phosphorylates stathmin and regulates microtubule polymerization to provide a pro-invasive and pro-metastatic advantage to cancer cells. Therefore, the RSK2–stathmin pathway represents a promising therapeutic target and a prognostic marker for metastatic human cancers.
INTRODUCTION

Metastasis remains difficult to treat and therefore continues to be responsible for about 90% of human cancer deaths.\(^1,2\) Cancer cell metastasis is a multi-stage process characterized by loss of cellular adhesion, increased motility and invasiveness, entry and survival in the circulation, exit into new tissue and eventual colonization at a distant site.\(^1,3,4\) However, the molecular processes underlying these cellular changes remain elusive. Therefore, defining pro-metastatic signaling pathways is necessary to develop molecular therapies for metastasis and improve clinical outcomes.

Protein kinases are key mediators of extracellular and intracellular signaling and are often implicated in human cancer metastases. For example, AKT and ILK1 have important roles in breast cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis.\(^5,6\) We previously found that p90 ribosomal S6 kinase 2 (RSK2) signaling is commonly important in providing anoikis resistance, cell invasion and pro-metastatic signals in diverse metastatic human cancer cells, including lung, breast and head and neck cancer.\(^7-9\) RSK2 belongs to the RSK serine/threonine kinase family and is a downstream substrate of extracellular signal-regulated kinase. RSKs are involved in various cellular processes, including gene expression, cell cycle and cell survival, by phosphorylating multiple signaling effectors, including cAMP response element-binding (CREB),\(^10\) myelin transcription factor 1,\(^11\) BAD and Bim,\(^12,13\) respectively.\(^14–16\)

Metastasis requires cell motility, which is partly driven by dynamic instability of microtubules.\(^17,18\) Microtubules are protein filaments comprised of heterodimeric α-/β-tubulin subunits that dynamically switch between self-assembly and disassembly phases. This dynamic instability is largely regulated by stathmin (also known as STMN, oncoprotein 18, OP18, metablastin and p19).\(^18\) Stathmin binds to the end of microtubules to sequester free tubulin and promote microtubule depolymerization, resulting in increased microtubule catastrophe and dynamics in cells.\(^19\) Studies in sarcoma, colorectal, hepatoma, nasopharyngeal, breast cancer and gastric cancer cells report that stathmin expression positively correlates with metastatic potential.\(^20–24\) Several transcription factors downstream of growth signaling pathways, including E2F, c-Jun, FoxM1 and CREB, are reported to increase stathmin expression in cancer cells.\(^25–28\) Conversely, studies show that stathmin protein is downregulated in metastatic breast cancer.\(^29\) Stathmin is also regulated at the posttranslational level via phosphorylation at N-terminal serines, S16, S25, S38 and S63. Phosphorylation is critical for inhibiting stathmin activity.\(^30–33\) Increased phosphorylation of stathmin promotes dissociation from tubulin, which permits microtubule stabilization and polymerization.\(^33\) Studies suggest a model of increasing stathmin phosphorylation by several pro-mitogenic kinases as the cell-cycle progresses to allow for proper spindle formation and mitosis.\(^34\) \(\text{Ca}^{2+}/\text{calmodulin-dependent protein kinases (CaMKs)}\) are shown to phosphorylate stathmin at S16 in response to \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) stimulation. In addition, activation of \(\text{Rac/Cdc42}\) proteins induces p21-activated kinase 1 (PAK1)-dependent stathmin phosphorylation.\(^30,31,34\) A clinically relevant point mutation in the N-terminal regulatory region of stathmin has been found to greatly enhance its microtubule sequestering ability, thereby causing aggressive invasion in comparison to its overexpressed wild-type (WT) counterpart.\(^20,35,36\)
These findings suggest that stathmin has an important role in many types of cancers and may therefore be a promising target for cancer therapy.\textsuperscript{34} Although stathmin activity is highly regulated via phosphorylation on N-terminal serine residues, the regulation of stathmin phosphorylation in metastatic cancers is not fully understood. Here we report that RSK2 signals through stathmin to regulate cytoskeleton stability and promotes cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis in human cancers.

RESULTS

RNAi-mediated RSK2 knockdown attenuates microtubule polymerization in metastatic cancer cells

To better understand the role of RSK2 in pro-metastatic signaling, we tested the effect of blocking RSK2 on microtubule dynamics. Targeted downregulation of RSK2 using two different short hairpin RNA (shRNA) clones resulted in significant reduction of microtubule polymerization in metastatic lung cancer A549 and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) 212LN cell lines as measured by microtubule sedimentation assay (Figure 1a), immunofluorescence staining (Figure 1b) and fluorescence-based quantitative whole-cell microtubule analysis (Figure 1c). Immunofluorescence imaging revealed that tubulin was evenly distributed as bundles in control A549 cells transduced with an empty vector, whereas it was predominantly depolymerized in cells with stable RSK2 knockdown (Figure 1b). Moreover, overexpression of shRNA-resistant human constitutively active (CA; Y707A) RSK2, but not kinase dead (KD; Y707A/K100A) RSK2, rescued the tubulin depolymerization induced by RSK2 knockdown (Figure 1d). These data suggest that RSK2 promotes microtubule polymerization in metastatic cancer cells in a kinase-dependent manner.

Targeted downregulation of RSK2 attenuates stathmin phosphorylation at serine 16

Dysregulation of microtubule formation and stability in cancer can lead to increased cell motility and metastasis. Microtubule dynamics are mainly modulated by stathmin. Stathmin binds tubulin heterodimers and destabilizes microtubules. Phosphorylation of stathmin at N-terminal serines inhibits stathmin activity and is crucial for promoting microtubule stability. To demonstrate whether RSK2 promotes microtubule polymerization through phosphorylation of stathmin, the phosphorylation levels of stathmin at S16, S25, S38 and S63 were determined in diverse metastatic cancer cell lines with RSK2 knockdown. We found that stable knockdown of RSK2 using two different shRNA clones resulted in decreased phosphorylation of stathmin at S16 in lung cancer A549, HNSCC 212LN and breast cancer SKBR3 cell lines (Figure 2a). Conversely, the phosphorylation levels at other N-terminal serines of stathmin, including S25, S38 and S63 were not altered upon RSK2 knockdown (Figure 2b). Moreover, RSK2 knockdown did not affect activity of the known upstream kinases of stathmin, including CaMKII and PAK1, in A549, 212LN and SKBR3 cells (Figure 2c). The activity of CaMKII and PAK1 was assessed by autophosphorylation at T286 and S199/S204, respectively. These data suggest that RSK2 contributes to stathmin phosphorylation at S16, and this is not mediated through the known upstream kinases, CaMKII or PAK1.
RSK2 associates with and phosphorylates stathmin at serine 16

Next we tested whether RSK2 directly phosphorylates stathmin at S16. Purified recombinant stathmin variants, WT and phospho-deficient mutants S16A and S31A, were incubated with recombinant active RSK2 in an in vitro kinase assay. As shown in Figure 3a, both WT and S31A stathmin were phosphorylated at S16 by RSK2, whereas S16 phosphorylation was not observed for the stathmin S16A mutant. The structural properties of the recombinant stathmin variants were evaluated by proteolytic digestion (Figure 3b). Purified recombinant flag-tagged stathmin WT, S16A and S31A were incubated with chymotrypsin. The digestion patterns of the mutant proteins and WT were similar, suggesting that the global structure of mutant proteins was not altered and the observed phosphorylation patterns were not caused by a structural change.

To further investigate the RSK2-dependent phosphorylation of stathmin in cells, we tested whether RSK2 interacts with stathmin. First, we found that stathmin predominantly colocalizes with RSK2 in the cytosol (Figures 3c and d). Binding was confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation using lysates of 293T cells expressing flag-tagged stathmin and glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fused RSK2. Flag-stathmin was detected in the bead-bound GST-RSK2 sample but not the GST control sample, suggesting that RSK2 interacts with stathmin in cells (Figure 3e). Moreover, endogenous RSK2 and stathmin interact in A549 and 212LN cancer cells (Figure 3f).

In addition, we performed immunofluorescent staining to determine the phosphorylation status of stathmin in A549 cells with or without RSK2 knockdown (Figure 3g). Stathmin phosphorylation at S16 was markedly reduced with stable RSK2 knockdown. Phosphorylated stathmin largely co-exists with α-tubulin in the cytoplasm. Interestingly, a significant portion of phosphorylated stathmin was located at the leading edge of cancer cells as indicated by arrows (Figure 3g), whereas the phosphorylated form was markedly reduced in A549 cells with stable RSK2 knockdown. These data together suggest that RSK2 binds and phosphorylates stathmin in part at the leading edge of cancer cells.

RSK2-dependent phosphorylation of stathmin attenuates microtubule-destabilizing activity of stathmin

To further investigate the role of RSK2-dependent phosphorylation in stathmin activation, we performed a series of coupled in vitro kinase assays and microtubule polymerization assays (Figures 4a–e). Stathmin was phosphorylated via an in vitro RSK2 kinase assay and was subsequently incubated with purified bovine tubulin for polymerization. Polymerized tubulin was assessed using three different assays: microtubule sedimentation (Figures 4a–c), immunofluorescence staining (Figure 4d), and fluorimetry-based tubulin polymerization (Figure 4e). RSK2 alone did not affect tubulin polymerization (Figures 4b–e, left panels). Incubation with stathmin markedly reduced tubulin polymer formation, whereas phosphorylation of stathmin by RSK2 significantly attenuated stathmin activity and partially restored tubulin polymerization in vitro (Figures 4b–e, right panels). Moreover, incubation of stathmin with recombinant inactive RSK2 (KD RSK2) in vitro (Figure 4e) or overexpression of KD RSK2 in RSK2 knockdown cells (Figure 4f) did not alter tubulin depolymerizing activity of stathmin, suggesting that RSK2-mediated regulation of stathmin
is phosphorylation dependent. Furthermore, co-overexpression of CA RSK2 and WT stathmin, but not S16A stathmin, restored the decreased tubulin polymerization in cells with RSK2 knockdown (Figure 4f). These data suggest that RSK2 promotes tubulin polymerization by phosphorylating stathmin at serine16 and consequently inhibiting stathmin activity.

**Phosphorylation of stathmin by RSK2 is required for RSK2-driven cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis**

To demonstrate whether stathmin, as a downstream phosphorylation target of RSK2, contributes to RSK2-dependent pro-invasive and pro-metastatic signals in cancer cells, metastatic cancer cell lines with stable knockdown of RSK2 and forced expression of phospho-mimetic or -deficient mutants of stathmin were generated and examined for invasive and metastatic potential in vitro and in vivo (Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure S1). Silencing RSK2 using two different shRNA clones significantly attenuated the invasive capacity of metastatic A549 and 212LN cells, whereas expression of the stathmin phospho-mimetic mutant S16D, but not the phospho-deficient mutant S16A, significantly rescued the decrease in cell invasion owing to RSK2 knockdown (Figure 5a and Supplementary Figure S1A).

Next we tested whether phosphorylation of stathmin by RSK2 is required to promote tumor metastasis in vivo using a xenograft mouse model. Luciferase-labeled A549 cells with stable RSK2 knockdown and S16A or S16D stathmin overexpression (Figure 5b and Supplementary Figure S1B) were injected intravenously into nude mice and subjected to bioluminescent imaging (BLI).37 The group injected with RSK2 knockdown cells showed significantly attenuated lung metastasis compared with the control group injected with cells harboring empty vectors (Figure 5c and Supplementary Figure S1C). Overexpression of the stathmin phospho-mimetic mutant S16D, but not the phospho-deficient mutant S16A, significantly rescued the decrease in metastatic potential caused by RSK2 knockdown in vivo (Figure 5c and Supplementary Figure S1C). Taken together, these analyses show that RSK2 signals through stathmin by phosphorylation at serine 16 to promote cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis.

Stathmin phosphorylation and RSK2 expression patterns correlate in primary human tumor tissue samples from lung cancer patients To further explore the clinical importance of the RSK2–stathmin signaling axis in tumor metastasis, we examined whether stathmin phosphorylation positively correlates with metastatic cancer progression and with RSK2 expression in primary human lung cancer tissue samples. Tissue microarray containing 40 cases of primary lung cancer with matched lymph node metastasis was used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) to detect phospho-S16 stathmin and RSK2 expression (Figure 6). As shown in Figure 6a, RSK2 and phospho-stathmin S16 staining intensity in the tumor cells was scored on a scale from 0 to 3+ (Figure 6a). The IHC studies demonstrate that the levels of RSK2 expression and stathmin phosphorylation positively correlate with metastatic progression. Both RSK2 and phospho-stathmin staining levels were significantly higher in tumor tissue samples from metastatic lymph nodes compared with the paired primary tumor specimens (Figure 6b). Furthermore, we found a positive correlation between staining scores
of RSK2 and phospho-S16 stathmin (Figure 6c). These data together support a functional cooperation between RSK2 and stathmin in tumor metastasis of human lung cancer.

**DISCUSSION**

Our data support that RSK2 signals through stathmin and inhibits its microtubule-destabilizing activity. We provide evidence that targeting RSK2 reduces the invasive and metastatic potential of cancer cells, while overexpression of the phospho-mimetic mutant S16D but not the phospho-deficient mutant S16A form of stathmin can partially rescue the reduced cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis owing to the attenuation of RSK2 in vitro and in vivo. Clinically, we observed that the phosphorylation level of stathmin at S16 positively correlates with RSK2 expression and metastatic tumor progression in patient tumor tissues. These findings link RSK2 signaling to microtubule dynamics through stathmin providing a pro-invasive and pro-metastatic advantage to human cancers. Therefore, the RSK2–stathmin pathway may represent a promising prognostic marker and a therapeutic target for the treatment of metastatic human cancers.

Stathmin is a promising anticancer target owing to its critical role in microtubule dynamics and cell migration. Our study supports that stathmin serves as a signaling effector of RSK2 and contributes to RSK2-mediated microtubule polymerization. We previously reported Hsp27 as an alternative RSK2 phosphorylation target. RSK2 phosphorylates Hsp27 at S78 and S82 to promote actin filament formation and cell invasion.\(^8\) In addition, we reported that the RSK2–CREB pathway promotes filopodia formation by upregulating Fascin-1, a major bundling protein in filopodia.\(^9\) Together, our studies suggest that RSK2 functions as a signal integrator to modulate dynamics of the cytoskeleton, including microtubules, microfilaments, and filopodia, via a network of phosphorylation targets and transcription targets of RSK2 in both transcription-independent and -dependent manners. Further research is warranted to explore the coordinated potential between different RSK2 targets, which may ultimately provide RSK2-dependent antianoikis, pro-migratory, pro-invasive and pro-metastatic signaling in human cancers.

RNAi-mediated downregulation of RSK2 partially decreased the polymerized tubulin biomass in cells. Although RSK2 significantly affected cellular tubulin polymerization, RSK2 likely acts in tandem with other critical signaling factors and contribute to microtubule dynamics in cancer cells. It is worth considering that the phosphorylation of stathmin by RSK2 partially rescued the microtubule-depolymerizing activity of stathmin in vitro. This indicates that the phosphorylation of stathmin at S16 could be modulated through not only RSK2 but also other protein kinases, including PKA, CaMKII, PAK1 and Aurora.\(^{34}\) In addition, phosphatases such as PP1, PP2A or PP2B could be involved in the dephosphorylation of stathmin.\(^{38,39}\) Nevertheless, phosphorylation of stathmin at S16 was significantly diminished upon RSK2 knockdown in cancer cells, indicating that RSK2 is the predominant upstream stathmin kinase in the cancer cells we tested. Further comprehensive comparison using additional cell lines and cancer types would be required to determine the contribution of kinases and phosphatases to stathmin activation in distinct cancer cells.
Although serine phosphorylation at the N-terminal residues is the most commonly known mechanism of stathmin modulation, the activity of stathmin is also controlled by protein sequestration. Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 and the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27Kip1 bind to stathmin and block its ability to sequester free α/β-tubulin dimers from microtubules. We demonstrated that RSK2 not only phosphorylates stathmin but also associates with stathmin in cells. In addition, we found that inactive RSK2 does not alter tubulin polymerization and stathmin activity in vitro and in vivo. Therefore, RSK2 likely interacts with stathmin to modulate cell motility in a phosphorylation-dependent manner.

Finally, stathmin contributes to several biological processes, including control of cell cycle progression, apoptosis and cell migration. Stathmin is a target of apoptosis-signaling-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1)–p38.\(^{40}\) We recently reported that RSK2 signals through ASK1 to mediate resistance to anoikis, an apoptotic process induced by loss of cell adhesion.\(^{7}\) Therefore, stathmin may not only contribute to RSK2-dependent pro-migratory potential but also to anoikis resistance through ASK1 in cancer cells. The comprehensive characterization of RSK2 and its essential downstream signaling effectors will provide critical information to advance our understanding of the signaling mechanisms underlying metastatic progression.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Reagents**

ShRNA constructs for RSK2, sense strand GCCTGAAGATACATTCTATTT for clone #1 and CGCTGAGAATGGACAGCAATT for clone #2, were purchased from Dharmacon, GE Healthcare Life Sciences (Lafayette, CO, USA). The RSK2 constructs, pDEST27-RSK2 and pLHCX-mycRSK2 variants, have been previously described.\(^{7,41}\) Human RSK2 CA mutant Y707A or a KD mutant Y707A/K100A,\(^{42}\) which are resistant to RSK2 shRNA by introducing silent mutations in the shRNA target sequence, were generated using QuikChange-XL Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, San Diego, CA, USA). The image clone for stathmin1 (GenBank accession number BC082228, clone ID 2822803) was purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences. Flag tag was added to stathmin by PCR and subcloned into the pLHCX-Gateway vector. A549 and SKBR3 cells were from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). 212LN cells were obtained as described previously.\(^{8}\) A549-Luc-GFP cell line was generated from A549 cells using a bioluminescent and fluorescent imaging vector.\(^{37}\) Purified recombinant active and inactive RSK2 were obtained from Invitrogen. Purified bovine tubulin, rhodamine-labeled tubulin and In Vitro Tubulin Polymerization Assay Kit were from Cytoskeleton, Inc. (Denver, CO, USA).

**Antibodies**

Antibodies against β-actin (A1978/AC-15), flag (F7425), GST (G1160/GST-2) and α-tubulin conjugated with FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate; F2168/DM1A) were from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Anti-phospho-S16 stathmin (3353), phospho-S38 stathmin (4191/D19H10), stathmin (3352), phospho-T286 CaMKII (3361), pan CaMKII (4436/D11A10), phospho-PAK1/2 S199/S204 (2605) and PAK1 (2602) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology Inc. (Danvers, MA, USA). Antibodies against tubulin...
(sc23948/B-5-1-2), RSK2 (sc9986/E-1) and phospho-S16 stathmin (sc12948-R) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX, USA). Anti-phospho-S16 stathmin antibody (ab47328) for immunohistochemistry and western blotting, stathmin (ab52906) for immunoprecipitation and western blotting, phospho-S25 stathmin (ab62336/EP2124Y) and phospho-S63 stathmin (ab76583/EPR1574) antibodies were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA). Anti-RSK2 antibody (NB110-57472/Y82) for immunohistochemistry was from Novus Biologicals (Littleton, CO, USA).

**Cell culture**

A549 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 212LN cells were cultured in Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)/Ham’s F-12 50/50 mix medium in the presence of 10% FBS. 293T and SKBR3 cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS. Cell lines with stable RSK2 knockdown and overexpression of flag-tagged stathmin variants were obtained by lentiviral and retroviral infection as previously described.43

**Microtubule sedimentation assay**

The level of polymerized and depolymerized forms of tubulin in cells were measured using a modification of the procedure that was previously described.29 In brief, equal numbers of cells with or without RSK2 knockdown were lysed in the presence of 1 mg/ml paclitaxel. The cell lysates were centrifuged at 12 000 g for 10 min. The tubulin contents in the pellet and supernatant were analyzed by SDS–PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) followed by immunoblotting with anti-tubulin antibody. The fraction of tubulin in the polymerized state was calculated by taking the ratio of tubulin in the pellet divided by the sum of the ratios of tubulin in the pellet and its corresponding supernatant.

**FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorting)-based whole-cell analysis of tubulin polymerization**

Polymerized tubulin in cells was quantified as previously described with slight modifications.44 Briefly, 3 × 10⁵ cells were fixed for 10 min with 1 ml of 0.5% glutaraldehyde in Microtubule Stabilizing Buffer (80 mM PIPES, 1 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100, pH 6.8). In all, 0.7 ml of 1 mg/ml BaBH₄ was added and cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 1000 g for 10 min. The collected cells were incubated with 50 μg/ml RNase A for 12 h in Antibody Diluting Buffer (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 0.2% Triton X-100, 2% BSA and 0.1% NaN₃) followed by staining with anti-α-tubulin-FITC antibody (1:250) for 3 h. The samples were diluted in 0.5 ml of PBS containing 50 μg/ml propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry.

**In vitro microtubule-polymerization assay**

Recombinant stathmin (6.4 μg) and/or RSK2 (1 μg) were mixed into 100 μl of tubulin polymerization buffer (80 mM PIPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM GTP, 3.75% glycerol, pH 6.9) after in vitro RSK2 kinase assay with purified tubulin (0.5 mg/ml) and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. Samples were centrifuged for 20 min at 40 000 r.p.m., 37 °C. The amount of microtubules in the pellet and supernatant were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and
Coomassie blue staining. Fluorescence studies were performed as previously described. In brief, 2 mg/ml tubulin was polymerized with rhodamine-labeled tubulin in a 4:1 ratio at 37 °C for 60 min. Microtubules were spotted on a glass slide with mounting solution. Images were collected on Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). For the fluorimetry-based tubulin-polymerization assay, microtubule assembly was measured using a Tubulin Polymerization Assay Kit (Cytoskeleton, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**In vitro RSK2 kinase assay**

Protein purification and proteolytic digestion were performed as previously described. Purified recombinant flag-tagged stathmin WT, S16A and S31A were incubated with recombinant active RSK2 in 20 mM MOPS, 1 mM DTT, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM Na3VO4, 25 mM β-glycerol phosphate and 15 mM MgCl2 along with 10 mM MgAc and 0.1 mM ATP for 30 min at 30 °C. Phosphorylation of stathmin at serine 16 was detected by phospho-Ser16 stathmin-specific antibody.

**Immunofluorescence staining**

A549 cells were seeded on coverslips and fixed in PHEMO buffer (68 mM PIPES, 25 mM HEPES, 15 mM EGTA and 3 mM MgCl2, 3.7% formaldehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde, 0.5% Triton X-100). Cells were blocked in 10% goat serum and then stained with anti-tubulin antibody and anti-phospho S16 stathmin antibody followed by Alexa Fluor 633-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody and Alexa 488-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG antibody, respectively. The coverslips were washed, mounted and imaged on a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

**In vitro cell invasion assay**

Transwell inserts with 8-µm pores (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) were coated with Matrigel (BD Biosciences). Approximately, 4 × 10⁴ cells were seeded on Matrigel-coated upper chambers with 0.3 ml serum-free media, and 0.5 ml of medium with 10% FBS was placed in the lower wells. The invaded cells were fixed and stained in 25% methanol and 0.5% crystal violet after 48-h incubation. Proliferation was determined by using the Celltiter96AQueous One Solution Proliferation Kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Invasion was assessed as the number of cells that had invaded through the membrane normalized by the proliferation.

**In vivo xenograft assay and BLI**

Animal experiments were performed according to the protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Emory University. Nude mice (athymic nu/nu, female, 4–6-week old, Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) were intravenously injected with 2.5 × 10⁶ of A549-luc-GFP cells with RSK2 knockdown and expression of stathmin mutants. Metastasis was monitored by BLI analysis as described. In brief, xenograft mice were administered 75 mg/kg of D-luciferin intraperitoneally 3 min before the BLI imaging (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA, 15 mg/ml solution in sterile PBS). BLI images were acquired by using...
Xenogen IVIS system coupled to Living Image acquisition and analysis software (Perkin Elmer).

**Tissue microarray analysis**

Approval of use of human specimens was given by the Emory University Institutional Review Board. All of the clinical samples were collected with informed consent under Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act approved protocols.

Paraffin-embedded lung cancer with matched lymph node metastasis tissue array (LC814) was obtained from US Biomax, Inc. (Rockville, MD, USA). IHC analysis of RSK2 expression and stathmin phosphorylation was performed using tissue array samples as previously described. In brief, human tissue sections were incubated in 3% hydrogen peroxide after deparaffinization and rehydration. Antigen retrieval was achieved by microwaving the sections in 100 mM Tris (pH 10.0) and 10 mM sodium citrate (pH 6.0) for RSK2 and phospho-stathmin S16 staining, respectively. The slides were subsequently blocked with 2.5% horse serum and avidin–biotin complex system (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA). The primary antibodies, anti-RSK2 antibody and anti-phospho-stathmin S16 antibody, were applied at a dilution of 1:100. Detection was achieved with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine and counterstained with hematoxylin. IHC staining results were scored as 0 for no staining, 1+ for weak staining, 2+ for moderate staining and 3+ for strong staining.

**Statistics**

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Data shown as images are from one representative experiment of multiple experiments. Data with error bars represent mean ± s.e.m. for Figures 5c and 6b and Supplementary Figure S1C and mean ± s.d. for all the other figures. Statistical analysis of significance was based on chi-square test for Figure 6c and Student’s t-test for all the other figures.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Targeted downregulation of RSK2 attenuates microtubule polymerization in metastatic human cancer cells. (a) Tubulin sedimentation assay shows that RNAi-mediated stable knockdown of RSK2 results in significantly decreased microtubule polymerization in HNSCC 212LN cells (left) and lung cancer A549 cells (right). Lower: Tubulin immunoblots show soluble and polymerized tubulin in the supernatant (S) and pellet (P), respectively. Upper: Relative tubulin polymerization was determined by density analysis. The amount of polymerized tubulin in cells with RSK2 knockdown was normalized to the tubulin polymerization of control cells with an empty vector. (b) Tubulin immunofluorescence staining shows that stable knockdown of RSK2 disrupts tubulin polymerization in 212LN cells. Scale bar represents 10 μm. Western blotting shows RSK2 knockdown. (c) Polymerized tubulin was quantified by FACS-based whole-cell analysis of microtubules in RSK2 knockdown cells. FITC fluorescence intensity was normalized to a value of 100 for the control cells harboring an empty vector. (d) FACS-based whole-cell microtubule analysis using RSK2 knockdown cells with overexpression of shRNA-resistant CA (Y707A) or KD (Y707A/K100A) human RSK2. Stable RSK2 knockdown cells were transiently transfected with Y707A or Y707A/K100A RSK2 cDNA prior to microtubule analysis. Data represent
mean ± s.d. from three technical replicates. Results of one representative experiment from at least two independent experiments are shown. Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed Student’s t-test (NS: not significant; *0.01 < P < 0.05; **0.001 < P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001).
Figure 2.
RSK2 promotes stathmin phosphorylation in diverse metastatic cancer cells. (a and b) Effect of RSK2 stable knockdown on stathmin (STMN) phosphorylation at N-terminal serine residues, S16 (a), S25, S38 and S68 (b) in metastatic human cancer cells, 212LN, A549 and SKBR3. RSK2 knockdown using two different shRNA clones attenuates phosphorylation at stathmin S16 (a). (c) RSK2 knockdown effect on the activity of CaMKII and PAK1, known upstream kinases of stathmin. Activities of PAK1 and CaMKII were assessed by autophosphorylation at S199/S204 and T286, respectively, in diverse metastatic human cancer cells with RSK2 stable knockdown and control vector cells. SKBR3 cells were stimulated with 0.5 M sorbitol for phospho-PAK1 detection. Results of one representative experiment from at least two independent experiments are shown.
Figure 3.
RSK2 directly phosphorylates and interacts with stathmin in cells. (a) RSK2 directly phosphorylates stathmin (STMN) at S16. Purified recombinant stathmin (rSTMN) variants, WT, S16A and S31A, were incubated with recombinant active RSK2. Phosphorylation at serine 16 of stathmin was detected by western blotting using specific antibody against phospho-stathmin at S16. (b) Partial protease digestion demonstrates that the global structure of stathmin is not changed by point mutations. In all, 0.5 units of chymotrypsin were incubated with recombinant stathmin variants at 30 °C for 30 min and the digestion patterns were compared. (c) Western blots show the cytosolic/nuclear localization of RSK2 and stathmin in cancer cells. α-Tubulin and PARP (poly ADP-ribose polymerase) were used as control markers for cytosol and nucleus, respectively. (d) Immunofluorescence assay of
RSK2 and stathmin in A549 cells. Scale bar represents 20 μm. (e) RSK2 interacts with stathmin. GST or GST-fused RSK2 were enriched by GST pull-down assay from 293T cells transfected with flag-tagged stathmin. Stathmin in the complex of bead-bound GST-RSK2 was detected by western blotting. (f) Co-immunoprecipitation of endogenous RSK2 and stathmin in 212LN and A549 cells. (g) Immunofluorescence assay shows the localization of phosphorylated form of stathmin and tubulin in A549 cells with or without RSK2 shRNA. Scale bar represents 10 μm. Results of one representative experiment from at least two independent experiments are shown.
Figure 4.
RSK2-dependent phosphorylation of stathmin promotes microtubule polymerization.

Purified stathmin (STMN) was phosphorylated via an in vitro RSK2 kinase assay and incubated with tubulin. (a) Stathmin phosphorylation in supernatant and pellet fractions is shown by western blotting analysis. (b and c) Polymerized tubulin was analyzed by Coomassie blue staining. S: supernatant, P: pellet. Relative tubulin polymerization in the absence or presence of RSK2 and/or stathmin was quantified by analyzing three independent repeats of microtubule polymerization assays (b). Representative image is shown panel (c). (d) Rhodamine-labeled tubulin was polymerized with stathmin alone or with stathmin preincubated with RSK2 and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bars represent 30 μm. (e) Tubulin polymerization in the presence of recombinant stathmin, active RSK2 (CA) or inactive RSK2 (KD) in the indicated combination. Polymerized tubulin was quantified using the Fluorimetry-based Tubulin Polymerization Assay Kit. (f) FACS-based whole cell microtubule analysis of RSK2 knockdown cells overexpressing shRNA-resistant CA or KD RSK2 along with WT or S16A stathmin. Stable RSK2 knockdown cells were transiently transfected with distinct RSK2 and stathmin variants prior to whole-cell microtubule analysis. Results of one representative experiment from at least two independent experiments are shown. Data represent mean ± s.d. Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed Student’s t-test (NS: not significant; *0.01<P<0.05; **0.001<P<0.01).
Figure 5.
RSK2 promotes cancer cell invasion and tumor metastasis, in part, through phosphorylation of stathmin. (a) Matrigel invasion assay using RSK2 knockdown cells with stathmin (STMN) variants. Stable expression of phospho-mimetic mutant S16D stathmin but not phospho-deficient mutant S16A stathmin restored the cancer cell invasion attenuated by RSK2 knockdown in 212LN and A549 cells. (b) RSK2, flag-tagged stathmin S16A and S16D expression was detected by immunoblotting in A549-luc-GFP cells used for tail-vein injection. (c) Left: BLI imaging of representative mice injected with A549-luc-GFP cells with RSK2 knockdown and S16A or S16D stathmin expression at day 52 after injection. Right: Average photonic flux of each group at weeks 6–8 is shown. (a) Data represent mean ± s.d. from nine (left) and four (right) technical replicates. Results of one representative experiment from at least two independent experiments are shown. (c) Data represent mean ± s.e.m. from six mice for each group. Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed Student’s t-test for panel (a) and one-tailed Student’s t-test for panel (c) (*0.01<P<0.05; **0.001<P<0.01; ***P<0.001).
Figure 6.
The levels of RSK2 and phospho-S16 stathmin correlate with metastatic cancer progression in primary human tumor tissue samples from lung cancer patients. The levels of RSK2 and stathmin (STMN) phosphorylation in 40 cases of human lung cancer with matched lymph node (LN) metastasis were determined by IHC staining using lung cancer tissue microarray. (a) Representative tumor specimens with staining intensity of 0 (negative), 1+ (weak), 2+ (moderate) and 3+ (strong) of RSK2 and phospho-stathmin S16 are shown. Scale bar represents 50 μm. (b) Levels of RSK2 expression (left) and stathmin phosphorylation (right) in primary tumors and matched tumors from lymph nodes. The staining intensity was scored from 0 to 3+. Data represent mean ± s.e.m. from n = 40/group. (c) The correlation between RSK2 and phospho-stathmin S16 was determined. Bar graph representation is shown on the right. P-values were determined by two-tailed paired Student’s t-test for panel (b) and chi-square test for panel (c) (*0.01<P<0.05; **0.001<P<0.01; ***P<0.001).